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Interpret Meaning

Explanation
This question requires students to identify where one idea is a 
generalised version of another. The relevant information in the 
text spans three sentences in the second paragraph: 

‘People also vary greatly in their sensitivity to bitterness. It 
all depends on the number of bitter taste buds they have on 
their tongue. For some people, the taste of dandelion leaves 
is so bitter nothing can ever hide it, but for others, bitterness 
is a taste they barely notice.’

To arrive at the correct answer, the student must make the 
connection between the main idea of these sentences, which 
is the general form, and an altered form of the same idea: the 
specifi c case of Anya. The main idea of the three sentences 
above is that people sensitive to bitterness will always taste 
bitterness because they have many bitter taste buds. Anya tastes 
the bitterness despite trying to mask it with oil, so she must be 
sensitive to bitterness and so have many bitter taste buds. It is 
the same idea, but presented differently.

Text complexity
There are familiar aspects to this text along with substantial 
complexities. There are two sections with familiar structures: 
a prose information section, and a recipe. However, there is 
no transition between the sections, and understanding the link 
between them requires linking explicit information between the 
two texts that is not in a prominent position.

Dandelions may not be a familiar plant, or a student may know 
the plant by a different name. Even if the student knows the plant, 
eating it may be new, unfamiliar information. There is also some 
vocabulary that may be unfamiliar, for example: ‘foraging’ and 
‘foragers’, ‘forebears’, ‘taste buds’, ‘fritter’, or ‘leach’.  Unfamiliar 
content and vocabulary add to the complexity of texts at this 
level.

Wild Food Guide: Dandelions

Anya ate some dandelion leaves that were covered in olive 
oil. They still tasted very bitter. The most likely explanation 
for this is that Anya
A did not wrap the leaves in fatty bacon pieces.
B should have covered the leaves in fl our as well. 
C did not coat her tongue with oil fi rst.
D has many bitter taste buds on her tongue.

Answer: D. has many bitter taste buds on her tongue.


